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" individual " at all, it is a notational device: s is a surrogate 
for individuals, and not itself an individual. This is how it 
comes about that " s =s, " and " s # s, " are both false. There 
is not here some sort of infraction of the law of contradiction; 
for the former statement, without its misleading notation, 
amounts to " (x) (x = s,) " and the latter to " (x)(x # s,) ". 
And note that, once we cease to view y as an ina'ividual, rule (111) 
becomes wholly improper, for it licenses the inference from 
''(gx)-+x " to what is now, in effect, " (x)- +X ". 

To regard a " random element " as an element or a " random 
individual " as an individual is to commit what Whitehead terms 
the " fallacy of misplaced concreteness " and involves what 
philosophers have come to call a categoy mistake. A statement 
like " 4 y " does not say something about a peculiar " random 
individual " y : it says that the property + characterizes every 
particular element of our universe of discourse. There are no 
" random "or " arbitrarily selected " individuals, just individuals. 
The "arbitrariness" or " randomness " resides not in individuals, 
but in the deliberate ambiguity of the notation by which reference 
to them is made. To talk of " random " or " arbitrarily selected 
individuals " is to reify a notational device. And this, in the 
present instance, is not merely unwarranted, it is demonstrably 
absurd. 

Lehigb Ciniversit~y 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 

MORE ABOUT THE PARADIGhl-CASE ARGUhlENT 

R. HARK^ (ANALYSIS18.4 pp. 94-6) is right in suggesting M that the objections raised by Xlr. Wratkins (~INALYSIS18.2) 
against the Paradigm-Case Argument (PCA) are not, as they 
stand, conclusive. But the reasons HarrC gives for criticizing 
Watkins are also unsatisfactory. \Y.'atkins7 main argument is 
that if the connotation of a term p is determined by the chief 
items among its denotation, then many statements of the form 
' This is p ' must be regarded as tautologies; if the denotation is 
determined by the connotation the PCA is useless, Harr6 
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attempts to destroy the first horn of this dilemma. He writes, 
" If the term is defined by reference to a paradigm case this does 
not amount to the utterance of a tautology, for in a definition 
no statement is uttered and hence no tautologous statement. 
Ostensive definitions are verbal performances comparable to 
' I name this child %'illy '." 

There are some situations for which Harri7s account would 
be appropriate. Imagine a Lancashire firm of dyers faced with a 
demand for a shade of grey suitable for funerals. They devise a 
new dye of a particularly dismal hue which they proudly show to 
the public, proclaiming "This we call blanchester grey ", or 
" This is Manchester grey ". Or-to take a traditional esample 
-one can imagine someone introducing the predicate one-
metre-in-length by pointing to the bar deposited in the Pavillon 
de Breteuil at Skvres and saying, " The portion of the bar 
between these two marks is one-metre-in-length ". It would be 
plausible to call such ' verbal performances ' stipulative ostensive 
definitions. 

But it is very different with terms in current use, such as red. 
For here what is usually intended by the phrase ostensive definition 
is the procedure of teaching someone the meaning of the word 
red by pointing to pillar-boxes, buses, etc., saying " This is 
red ",and pointing to grass, gold, etc., saying "That is not red". 
In such cases the statements "This is red ", " That is not red " 
are clearly empirical assertions; they are neither tautologies nor 
are they analogous with baptismal formulae. Exactly the same 
applies to what are sometimes called dejnitions-in-use; the word 
trickc is taught to someone by a player of a card game, who makes 
such statements as, "Now we've taken a trick ", "That's 
your trick ". T o  say these are not statements because their 
primary function is to enable someone to grasp the meaning 
of a word, would be like saying that the schoolnlaster who 
teaches his pupils French by the direct method is not really 
asking them questions because he does not want the information 
conveyed in their answers. But this would be a ridiculous 
assertion. 

It is clear that words like red are quite different from terms 
such as my imaginary Afanchester grey or-if my simplified 
story were true-the term one-metre-it2-lergth. These latter 
have their meaning tied to specific objects (not specific kinds of 
objects). When used of objects other than the standards, they 
are equivalent to ' like the standard object in colour ' or ' equal 
in length to the international prototype metre '. And therefore 
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it would be logically impossible for these terms to have a 
meaning if there were not, and never had been, any standard 
objects. But for words like red there are no individual standard 
objects. Smith may be taught its meaning by being shown 
pillar-boxes in Hampstead and Arsenal football jerseys, Jones by 
being shown buses in Manchester and hfanchester United 
jerseys, and by the time they are adult they may both have 
completely forgotten which objects they once regarded as 
standard. ' This object is red ' is not logically equivalent to 
' this is the same colour as the pillar-box on the corner of 
Queen Street ';nor does it logically imply that there are or ever 
have been other red objects. (cf. Ayer, PhJilosophicul Essqs, . 
117). There are no standard red objects nor even standard kin c! s 
of objects. It is true that the dictionary refers to poppies and 
blood, but this is only because they have to choose some common 
type of object-po pies and blood have no epistemological 
primacy over pillar- !oxes and buses. 

Thus, as it stands, Matkins' main argument is invalid. One 
can deny that any particular statement ' This is red ' is tautolo- 
gous and yet use the PCrl to establish the existence of red objects. 
For it is, I think, causally impossible that red should have a 
meaning if there are not and never have been any red objects. 
But although this example shows that \Vatkins overstates his 
case, his important contention remains unaffected. For what he 
has shown is that the PCA is applicable only if the predicate 
corresponds to what Locke would have called a simple idea, 
that is a predicate which can only be learned through ostensive 
definition. And the only cases in which it can be shown clearly 
that this condition holds are comparatively trivial ones such as 
red Who ever wanted to deny the existence of red objects? 

At the end of his paper HarrC suggests that a " keen PCA- 
man " could have refuted Copernicus by pointing at the sun and 
saying " The sun goes round the earth ". This is obviously 
wrong. For no one could claim that going-round-the-earth 
was a simple predicate. A more interestin example would be 
another medieval " keen PCA-man " wgo pointed to the 
surface of a large lake lying unruffled in the calm of a summer 
evening, while at the same time saying "This is flat ". Many of 
us have learned to use the word fhtwith reference to such 
situations, and these associations are reinforced if we go on to 
be instructed in the use of spirit-levels. So could one perhaps 
go on to argue that the earth must be flat because the surface 
of a lake is a paradigm case of flatness? Obviously not. For 
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altho~?ghmany, and perhaps all, men are first introduced to the 
word flat when it is used in such contexts, they soon learn that 
there is another aspect of its meaning-the aspect which is 
implicit in the geometrical treatment of planes. And experience 
shows that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to regatd 
the surface of the earth as planar. Although applied geometry 
may have arisen from observations inter reted in a language in 
which the surface of a lake was a para zigm case of flatness, it 
was realized that it was more convenient to make fit a theore- 
tical term, even though this involved the apparent paradox of 
denying that the surfaces of lakes were exactly flat. 

Now most of the cases in which the PCA has been applied 
are much more like this example than like the case of red--or 
the case of Manchester grey. For whle it may be true that many 
of us are first introduced to phrases like 'of his own free will ' 
by hearing them applied to particular cases, it is also true that 
we soon go on to discover that such phrases figure in what may 
be called primitive theories. And in so far as a term figures in 
any type of deductive theory, it cannot be a simple predicate 
whose meaning can be completeb conveyed by ostensive definition 
and on4 conveyed by ostensive definition. 

I11 fact Watkins' dilemma can be replaced by another which 
avoids the objections raised against his. It is this. If the term 
4 is a simple predicate then the PCA can be used to show that 
there must exist, or have existed, objects which are 4; but 
because 4 is a simple predicate it cannot figure in any deductions 
(except trivial ones such as the inference to ' there are objects 
which are 4 or $ ') and so no conclusions of philoso hical 
importance can follow from the fact that there exist o\jects 
which are 4. If, on the other hand, the term is such that one 
can draw interesting conclusions from the proposition that 
there are 4 objects, then 4 cannot be a simple predicate whose 
meaning can only be conveyed ostensively. The PCA is there- 
fore either trivial or inapplicable. 


